Data?

We Don’t Need No Stinking Data
(Or Do We?)
By Jeff Green

A

round 1990, prior to the SoundScan era and long before Spotify,
Shazam, spin counts and social
media were household terms, Country
PDs relied chiefly on their own gut feelings, the reputations of the artists and
their own interpretations as to whether
new singles had the right “fit” for their
stations’ playlists. A quarter-century later,
programmers continue to turn primarily
to these “intangible” considerations for
music decisions on new adds, despite the
cascading tsunami of consumer and airplay data that floods their inboxes every
week. Generally speaking, this tendency
is also true for increasing spins, as well.

Among several findings, a new two-part survey
conducted by Country Aircheck and the Stone Door
Media Lab illustrates the significant power of such “internal influences” in Country music decision making.
Sent to all main panel Country Aircheck/Mediabase
reporting PDs in December, the survey asked programmers to anonymously rate the value of 38 factors
for adding a record and, separately, for bumping up
airplay on a single already in rotation. Nearly half
the reporting field responded, scoring each factor as
“very likely,” “somewhat likely,” “neutral,” “somewhat
unlikely” or “very unlikely” to inform their decisions.
Beyond the survey, an analysis of metrics including
sales, Shazam, Pandora and Most Added data draws
comparisons between programmers’ self-assessment (the
survey) and the real-world efficacy of certain data. While
the overall results make a lot of sense, in some cases the
consensus opinion, curiously, seems to contradict PDs’
actual behavior. And according to the numbers, certain
low-scoring factors deserve a closer look.

The Importance Of Intangibles

If all music add decisions could be based purely on
data, the method of selecting and rotating new music
for PDs and MDs would be pretty straightforward. Label representatives could furnish a variety of hard evidence on their latest single, and, based on a threshold
for that rationale, the song would earn a playlist slot.
But as we can see from the survey (see adjacent
sidebar rankings), the three leading factors and
nearly half of the top 13 – all registering a majority
of respondent support – were considerations that
can’t be readily measured: Artist stature/reputation, gut feeling, the station’s (and/or PD’s) artist
relationship and word-of-mouth from other PDs collectively far outweighed any particular research or
airplay activity. Not surprisingly, marketing opportunities such as a free show or local concert appearance were also important. But just two audience elements – sales and local callout/research mattered
to even half of the respondents. An artist’s success
or failure on the previous single and national airplay growth carried significant weight, too.
Streaming data overall earned its place for new
adds, but no individual source – whether online,
satellite, television or video – indicates itself to be a
force, at least not yet. This could be because consumption data on streaming services hasn’t been

publicly available for most programmers to slice and
dice in order to glean meaningful, reliable insights
over time. The February 24 CRS panel titled Embracing the Data to Predict the Hits is intended to address
fan behavior worth examining.
Some may be cheered by the notion that the music
add decision process at Country radio is still a people
business. The “relationship with label” factor, encompassing contacts with regional and national staff, was
regarded as important by nearly six in 10. “Persuasion
of the regional rep” itself came in among the top half
of factors as “very” or “somewhat likely” to be influential (42%), ahead of social media data.

Aspiration As Inspiration?

One notable factor is the aforementioned “local
callout/research.” More than two-thirds of respondents said local information – callout in particular
– was “very” or “somewhat likely” to influence their
opinion on new adds, good enough to rank among
the top 10. That seems high considering that callout is generally viewed askance prior to established
airplay. Absent a station’s own exposure, measuring familiarity/popularity/burn would require
either a competitor’s spins or other media (e.g.,
streaming ser vices).
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Gut feeling		
Playlist fit (tempo, sound, etc.)
Sales data		
Artist free show for station		
Prior single’s success/lack of
Local concert appearance
Relationship with artist		
Local callout/research		
Word-of-mouth from programmers
Relationship with label		
National airplay chart growth
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Airplay at specific stations
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Most added data/ranking
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But with the survey indicating streaming services
don’t yet carry much weight
with PDs, and considering many (arguably most)
Country stations haven’t the resources for conducting
local callout, this high ranking is, perhaps, somewhat
“aspirational.” That is, if PDs actually had callout
available to them, they’d certainly use it. Indeed,
when only the “very likely” scores were ranked, local
callout/research soared to No. 1. This suggests that
where stations do have callout, they highly value it.
Similarly, the “corporate mandate” also delivered an
intriguing score. If the boss says, “You gotta play it,” one
would think the level of influence would, logically, be
100%. However, it ranked only No. 16, with about half
saying a mandate was “very” or “somewhat likely” to influence adds. Because this survey was anonymous, our
interpretation is that only a minority of the responding
stations utilize mandates; that can be verified via a future study. But among only the “very likely” responses,
“corporate mandate” jumped to No. 3 in importance.
As with callout, one can surmise that where mandates
exist, their power is real. That begets the big question for labels and artists, “How do I get my single to
become a corporate mandate?”

May The Forces Not Be With You

Surprisingly, less than a third of respondents
viewed MScore as a guiding force for either adding
singles or increasing spins. One possible reason is
because, compared to pop releases, most Country
singles score well in MScore. And fewer than one in
four reported input from a consultant or corporate
PD as consequential. As with callout or mandates,
these relatively low scores also may underscore how
small a proportion of respondents either have a consultant or corporate PD, or the degree to which they
rely on them for music decisions.
Twelve factors came in as “very” or “somewhat
likely” influences on increasing spins for at least half
of the respondents. But four factors gained significantly in consideration when it comes to upping spins
vs. committing to a new add. The most notable was
local callout/research, soaring from No. 9 for new
adds to first for increasing spins. National media
exposure/performance, such as a network TV appearance, leaped from No. 20 (for new adds) to fourth for
spin increases. As you’d expect, national airplay chart
growth and listener requests also grew in value for
spin increases vs. shaping new add decisions.
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Local callout/research
Gut feeling
Playlist fit (tempo, sound, etc.)
National media exposure/performance
Artist stature/reputation
Sales data
Local concert appearance
Artist free show for station
National airplay chart growth
Word of mouth from PDs/MDs
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Prior single’s success/lack of
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Airplay at specific stations
Relationship with label
Corporate mandate
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Other monitored airplay data
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Label reputation
Input from corporate programmer
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Concert tickets/meet-and-greet
Streaming data – YouTube
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Wind In The Sales

Along with airplay, big sales numbers are a universal defining gauge of a true hit, and sales ranked highly on both
of the “38 factors” lists. But how predictive are sales figures
early on in a single’s life? Using “second airplay chart week”
as a benchmark, consider sales per spin – a statistic that
began being marketed to Country radio several years ago.
Of the 23 singles peaking between October 2015
and January 2017 that delivered 12 or more sales per
Mediabase spin in their second chart week, 70% of them
reached No. 1, compared to an average of 39% for all
singles. The average chart peak of these “12 sales per
spin” singles was 6.5, compared to No. 18 overall – an
impressive deviation from the norm.
To be fair, many hits have had very low sales per spin
in their second chart week. That’s because, owing to
streaming services and TV exposure, significant sales can
materialize (and level off) several weeks or many months
before a single is brought to radio. So an early low salesper-spin ratio should not be interpreted as a negative.
Although research is ongoing, a high ratio such as 12 or
greater looks to be a very good sign.

Shazams per spin
2nd chart week

Average
Peak

12.0+
9.0+
7.0+
5.52-6.99
4.0-5.51
3.0-3.99
2.00-2.99
0.0-1.99

6.3
8.9
8.5
13.4
19.8
27.0
32.6
41.6

Pct. Reaching
No. 1
86%
68%
63%
63%
18%
9%
8%
0%

Country Aircheck/Mediabase, Aug. 3, 2015-Jan. 23, 2017

Of 42 recent No. 1s, the more Shazams per spin
an eventual No. 1 single earned in its second chart
week also appears to be correlated to how long it
takes for that single to reach the top.

2nd chart week
Shazams per spin

Weeks to No. 1

10.01+
7.51-10.0
6.0-7.5
0.0-5.99

17.8
21.4
23.2
27.1

Country Aircheck/Mediabase, Aug. 3, 2015-Jan. 23, 2017

Shazam’s Predictive Potential

Social media has redefined the importance of
“activating” listeners, but how does one discriminate
degrees of “engagement” when even developing artists can (and do) rack up millions of “likes,” retweets
and followers? Although Shazam may demonstrate
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consumer interest (why else would someone Shazam a
song?), it didn’t rank highly in this survey. However, as
first presented at CRS in 2014, Shazam activity when
measured early in a single’s chart life and its eventual
airplay outcome appear to be correlated.
Of 105 recent charting singles, the average median
Shazams per Mediabase spin for a single in its second chart
week was about 5.6; with the song peaking at No. 18. But
singles receiving 7.0 or more Shazams per spin were far
more likely to break the top 10. As this chart shows, the
more Shazams per spin they received in chart week two,
the better they typically performed, and vice-versa.

Opening A Box Of Data

Pandora data is now included in some national “consumption” charts, and its statistics on “artist station starts,”
“song station starts” and “thumbs up” designations all
are potentially important “engagement” indicators. Still,
among streaming services, Pandora ranked dead last in
this survey as an influence on adds and spins. But did you
know that Pandora’s Top Spins chart and the Country Aircheck/Mediabase chart appear to be highly correlated?
Looking at 15 recent Pandora “top 5” Country singles
from September ’15 through January ’16, all but one
also reached top 5 on the CA/Mediabase chart. And 23
of 26 Pandora top 10s (88%) also reached Mediabase’s
top 10. As of this writing, two more may still get there.
Rarely has a Pandora hit underperformed at Country
radio, and vice-versa. But beyond agreement, Pandora
identifies top 10 hits four to five weeks ahead of Mediabase. And newer Country singles reach top 25 on Pandora faster than on Mediabase, too. While not the very
early success indicator that Shazam can offer, Pandora
nonetheless offers reliable insight on where developing
singles between chart positions 30 and 10 are headed.

Most Added: Hot Or Not?

Despite being documented and advertised regularly, a
single’s ranking among a week’s “most added new singles”
wasn’t among even the top 30 factors for influencing
adds or spins. That designation is regarded by some with
a certain skepticism as a contrived accomplishment. So a
certain level of inherent survey bias could be expected.
And, after all, “survey says” PDs rely to a great degree
on intangible factors for new music. But however they
decide, when PDs collectively agree on new music in
significant numbers simultaneously in the early stages of
a single’s life, the outcome for that single – some 15-30
weeks later – is almost always very successful. Consider,
bearing in mind these various historical time frames:

• 86% of the past 66 No. 1s were No. 1 or No. 2 Most Added.¹
• 81% of No. 1 Most Added singles reached top 15
(a recognized hit)²
• 79% of singles ranking top 10 Most Added five
straight weeks reached No. 1³

• 73% of singles added by half the reporter field in
one week reached No. 1
• 55% of No. 1 Most Added singles reached No. 1²
• 55% of the past 66 No. 1s were No. 1 Most Added¹
• 0% of singles ranking No. 5 Most Added or lower reached No. 1¹
¹Aug. 3, 2015-Jan. 30, 2017; ²Aug. 21, 2006-through Jan. 30,
2017; ³April 20, 2015-Jan. 17, 2017; Aug. 2006-Dec. 2016.

Final Observations

One risk of even discussing and digging into these
decision-making factors is what physics researchers
call the “observer effect” – the changes that the act of
observation itself will make on a phenomenon being
observed. In an effort to mitigate that possibility, remember that this is not a formal, definitive study; it’s a survey
intended to spark discussion by comparing and contrasting PD responses with actual data. Just as we see with
meticulously researched NFL draft picks, Moneyball-style
analyses and stock market “technical” charts, no one can
predict for certain who or what will be a hit. It all comes
down to the intersection of art, business, gut, passion
and skill. There are singles that “beat the odds” on a
regular basis. Some defy nearly all historical precedence.
But in the end, as many have said, “That’s why we play
the game.”
CAC
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ABOUT THE SURVEY:
Country Aircheck sent the programming survey
to PDs of Mediabase Country reporting stations.
There were 76 completed surveys returned from 62
markets, including six of the top 10 metros; 17 of the
top 25; 33 of the top 50; and 59 of the top 110. The
response rate provides an 80% confidence level with
a 5% margin of error, or a 90% confidence level with
a 7% margin of error. Some of the music data varies
in its chronology owing to the brief research time
available for this report.

